EDGE MENTOR ELIGIBILITY CHECKLIST
1. MENTOR ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
☒

Must have a secured and growing relationship with Jesus Christ *Share testimony*

☐

Have earned at least a High School Diploma or GED

☐

Share two personal references

☐

Willingness to work with individuals in positive, helpful, nonjudgmental ways

☐

Good listener and teachable spirit

☐

Reliable, EDGE can count on you to be present and prepared

☐

Patient and understanding

☐

Exhibits self-awareness, you are able to objectively evaluate yourself by managing your emotions, align your behavior with
your values and not transfer personal agendas or non-biblical principles to others

☐

Complete the mentor application

☐

Attend the 4-week Mentor training *Mentor Trainer has the right to request you continue with additional training before
releasing you to lead*

☐

Complete and pay the Background check fee of $25.00

☐

Read, sign, and follow ALL EDGE policies and procedures

☐

Have reliable personal transportation with current driver’s license, auto insurance, and a responsible driving record

☐

Have a clean criminal record

☐

Not a user of illicit drugs; Not use alcohol or controlled substances in an inappropriate manner

☐

Not currently in treatment for substance abuse. If a substance abuse problem has occurred in the past, the applicant must
have completed a non-addictive period of at least 5 years

☐

Not currently under treatment for a mental disorder or have been hospitalized for a mental disorder in the past 3 years

☐

Never been arrested, charged, or convicted of child neglect, abuse or molestation

2. MENTORS MUST BE ABLE TO COMMIT TO:
☐

EDGE Circle Groups will function in 6-8-week cycles. You agree to complete a full cycle. You agree to give 4-week
notice of intent to end your service with EDGE. *In case of emergency while in a cycle, contact EDGE Mentor
Coordinator immediately or you agree to Mentor a student for the school year

☐

Shadow a current Mentor twice before being released as an EDGE Mentor

☐

Maintain confidentiality and dignity of those you serve with and serve

☐

Agree to quarterly refreshers and ongoing training predetermined by EDGE Mentor Coordinator

☐

Communicate regularly with EDGE Mentor Coordinator regarding group attendance, wins, challenges, and
struggles

Mentor Signature

Date

